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Preface

*Little Trio for Flute, Violin, and Viola* is the second of two works that Quincy Porter completed in October 1928, shortly after he began a three-year stay in Paris funded by a Guggenheim Fellowship (*Blues Lointains*, for flute and piano, is the other work). The trio is more akin to his *In Monasterio* for string quartet, written in 1927, than to *Blues Lointains*, reflecting his interest in Renaissance and Baroque music. Porter performed the trio on February 18, 1931, at the Salle Chopin concert devoted to his music, where he also premiered his Suite for Viola Alone. The original manuscript bears the title Suite in E Major for Flute, Violin, and Viola, and the work has been programmed under the two alternate titles on various occasions.

The primary source for this new edition is the Valley Music Press (VMP) edition published in 1962. However, several other manuscript sources from The Quincy Porter Papers (MSS 15) in the Irving S. Gilmore Music Library of Yale University were consulted:

1) Original holograph:
   b) Flute and viola parts and flute part arranged for violin (lacking original holograph violin part), titled at head and on separate cover sheets: Suite in E Major for Flute, Violin and Viola. Signed William Quincy Porter; not dated. (All three parts bear additional markings indicating they were used in performance.)

2) Composers Facsimile Edition, copyright date of 1952:
   a) Score, titled at head: Little Trio for Flute, Violin and Viola. Signed Quincy Porter; date at end: Written in Paris in one day, fall, 1928.

3) Multiple copies of violin and viola parts that served as the basis for the 1952 Composers Facsimile Edition, titled at head: Suite in E Major for Flute, Violin and Viola. One set includes cover sheets titled: Little Trio for Flute, Violin and Viola. Signed Quincy Porter; not dated. (One viola part bears additional markings indicating the part was used in performance.)

4) Flute part, titled at head: Suite in E Major; titled on cover sheet: Suite in E Major for Flute, Violin and Viola. Signed Quincy Porter; not dated. (Bears additional markings indicating the part was used in performance.)

The sources are all very similar, and this AVS edition includes only minor corrections and changes from the VMP edition based on the manuscript sources (editorial changes have been made without comment). All of the manuscript sources include rehearsal letters (not present in the VMP edition), which have been incorporated into this AVS edition. Likewise, all of the manuscript sources have roman numerals designating the individual movements, which are also absent in the VMP edition but have been incorporated here. The manner of presenting the movement numbers in front of the tempo markings (e.g., IV. Presto) comes from manuscript sources 2 and 3 above.

David M. Bynog, editor
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